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Introduction to Alias Analysis

• Alias analysis is a technique used to determine 
whether a storage location may be accessed in 
more than one way

• Two pointers are said to be aliased if they point to • Two pointers are said to be aliased if they point to 
the same location

• Two memory references are said to have a may-

alias relation if their aliasing is unknown

• Usually, alias analysis is done on high-level 
representation in compilers 



Alias Analysis Example

In the code snippet, there are  three 

possible alias cases here:

1. The variable p and q cannot alias

2. The variable p and q must alias2. The variable p and q must alias

3. It cannot be conclusively 

determined whether p and q alias or 

not



Alias Analysis Example

If p and q cannot alias, then i = p.foo + 3; 
can be changed to i = 4. If p and q must 
alias, then it can be changed to i = 5. In 
both cases, optimizations can be 
performed from the alias knowledge.performed from the alias knowledge.

On the other hand, if it is not known if p 
and q alias or not, then no 
optimizations can be performed and the 
whole code must be executed to get the 
result



Alias analysis on executable code

vs on high-level code

• Disadvantages: no type information, nasty 

features such as type casts, pointer arithmetic, 

out-of-bounds array accesses and so on

• Advantages: global information• Advantages: global information



Local Alias Analysis

• Instruction inspection

– Two memory references are taken to be non-

conflicting if either (i) they use distinct offsets from the 

same base register; or (ii) one uses a register known to same base register; or (ii) one uses a register known to 

point to the stack and the other uses a register known 

to point to the global data area



Instruction Inspection Examples

• In the code snippet 
on the left, two 
memory references 
use different offsets

• In the code snippet • In the code snippet 
on the right, two 
memory references 
use different base 
addresses



Local Alias Analysis

• Suppose that a basic block B contains sequences of operations 
(equivalent to): 

• I1 : add r1, c1, r2; I2: add r2, c2, r3; … Ik: add rk, ck, r and

• I1’: add r1’, c1’, r2’; I2’: add r2’, c2’, r3’; …, Im’: add rm’, cm’, r’

• Where k, m >= 0, such that 
– (i) I uses the definition of r in I , and I ’ uses the definition of r ’ in I ’; – (i) Ij uses the definition of rj in Ij-1, and Ij’ uses the definition of rj’ in Ij-1’; 

– (ii) either both I0 and I0’ use the same definition of r0 in the block B, or 
neither use any definition of r0 in B; and 

– (iii)                    .     

• Then, the value of register r immediately after instruction Ik is 
different from that of register r’ immediately after instruction Ik’.
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Global Alias Analysis: Mod-k Residues

• An alias analysis will associate each register with a set 
of possible addresses at each program point

• Addresses are represented by their mod-k residues, 
where k = 2m.

• An address descriptor is a pair <I, M>, where I is • An address descriptor is a pair <I, M>, where I is 
either an instruction or one of the distinguished 
values {NONE, ANY}, and M is a set of mod-k residues. 
Given an address descriptor A =<I, M>, the instruction 
I is said to be the defining instruction of A, while M is 
called the residue set of A.



Concretization of address descriptor

The concretization of A = <I, X>
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The concretization of A = <I, X>



Relative precision

• The relative precision of different address 

descriptors can be characterized via the binary 

relation      

• Definition: An address descriptor <I , X > is more • Definition: An address descriptor <I2, X2> is more 

precise than a descriptor <I1, X1>, written <I1, X1>       

<I2, X2>, if and only if (i) I1 = ANY or X1 = Zk; or (ii) 

X2 = Ф; or (iii) I1 = I2 and 
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Address Descriptor Example

• The address descriptor for instructions (3) and (4) 

are <(6), {16}> and <(6), {20}> respectively



The Analysis Algorithm

• The algorithm does not track the contents of 

memory locations, except for read-only sections of 

the text and data segments

• Load r, addr. If addr corresponds to a read-only • Load r, addr. If addr corresponds to a read-only 

memory location with contents val, then the 

address descriptor for r is <NONE, {val mod k}>. 

Otherwise, the resulting address descriptor is <I, 

{0}>



The Analysis Algorithm



The Analysis Algorithm



Propagating Address Descriptors

• Due to the complexity of representation of mapping 

one register to a set of address descriptors at each 

program point, each register is mapped to a single 

address descriptoraddress descriptor

• If a program point B has two predecessors B0 and B1, 

such that the address descriptors for a register r at B0

and B1 are A0 = <I0, X0>, and A1 = <I1, X1> respectively, 

where neither A0 nor A1 are T, and I0 ≠ I1, then the 

address descriptor for r at B is 



Example

Register r30 is the stack pointer, r21 is used to walk through a local array of structures with a 
stride of 32 bytes



Example

• The address descriptor for register r21 immediately 
after instruction (2) in block B6 is computed as <(1), 
{8}>, where (1) is the instruction in block B1 that 
defines the value of r30. Each iteration of B7-B8-B9-
B10 increments r21 by 32, so the address descriptor 
for r21 on entry to block B9 is <(1), {8,40}>; however, 
B10 increments r21 by 32, so the address descriptor 
for r21 on entry to block B9 is <(1), {8,40}>; however, 
register r30 is not changed in the loop, so its address 
descriptor in B9 is <(1), {0}>. So it can be inferred that 
the store instruction (4) refers to a different location 
than instruction (5)



Experimental Results

• The analysis was evaluated on the SPEC-95 

benchmarks and agrep, a pattern matching utility, 

appbt, appsp, latex and nucleic2







Critique

• The analysis does not track the contents of memory 
locations

• The widening operation causes information to be lost 
if a register can have different defining instructions at 
different predecessors of a join point in the control different predecessors of a join point in the control 
flow graph

• The context-sensitivity of the algorithm can impair the 
precisions

• The paper does not mention how control flow graph 
is constructed


